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ABSTRACT

Despite their purported demographic and institutional decline, White evangelical voters were instrumental in the election of Donald Trump in 2016, and even more so in his 2020 loss. The story of Trump’s electoral successes among Christian voters in the last two elections is in large part the story of religious nationalism—and White Christian nationalism in particular—because Trump personifies the convergence of nationalism-infused forms of messianism and apocalypticism intrinsic to White evangelicalism, which culminate in QAnon cultic ideology. However, these same ethnoreligious/nationalist patterns and logics extend much further back than Trump’s insurgent candidacy. This chapter traces the recurring, resurgent patterns of “zombie nationalism” among White evangelical Christians in the United States over the last half century that emerged in response to periods of significant societal change and certain recurring sociopolitical issues. In particular, alongside established elective affinities around ethnicity (Whiteness) and religion (Christianity), this chapter makes the case for incorporating
gender and sexual politics as key factors in the articulation and legitimation of religious nationalism in the United States. White Christian nationalism tends to reemerge as a salient political force during periods of rapid social change and diversification, driven by racialized religious grievances symptomatic of Nietzsche’s concept of ressentiment, or the paradoxical internalization and reprojection of a person’s or group’s perceived endangerment, victimhood, and/or suffering, in order to gain power. Drawing on examples of marriage equality and reproductive rights, this chapter demonstrates how an understanding of sexual politics is key to both apprehending and breaking the cyclical reanimation of White Christian nationalism. Escaping the nihilistic impulses driving these cycles will require White evangelicals to develop new hermeneutical tools capable of transforming the exclusionary patterns of racism, ethnocentrism, heteronormativity, and patriarchy that fuel the engine of ressentiment animating zombie nationalism.

Reports of the death of White Christian America have been greatly exaggerated. Amid numerous predictions of its impending demise in the second decade of the twenty-first century, White Christian America has resurfaced again politically and culturally. If not as bombastic as the emergent Moral Majority of the early 1980s, nor as institutionally consolidated as the Christian Coalition of the 1990s, the latest self-assertion of White Christian America is more concentrated and immediately politically influential than either earlier episode.

White Christian political mobilization was a central driver that delivered Donald Trump to victory in the 2016 U.S. presidential election. White Christians self-identifying as “evangelical”—26 percent of voters in the 2016 election—marshaled their votes for Trump in greater numbers than for any single candidate in the previous four presidential elections, a rate of 81 percent. White Catholics followed closely, voting for Trump at a rate of 60 percent. Nor was the 2016 election a momentary forced “choice of a lesser evil” for White evangelicals. A broad plurality of White evangelicals supported Trump throughout the primaries leading up to the general election, despite having a slate of alternative candidates from which to choose. More significantly, White evangelicals increased their support for Trump and his policies throughout his presidency. They
supported his constricting immigration and walled border policies (including separating children from their asylum seeking parents), his prohibition of immigrants from various Muslim-majority countries (upheld by the Supreme Court in June 2018), and his deploying federal troops to violently quell peaceful protests in the Black Lives Matter uprisings of 2020. By the end of Trump’s presidency, the more frequently a White evangelical attended church, the stronger his or her support for the Trump agenda was likely to be. In full awareness of what a Trump presidency would be like, White evangelical Christian support trended further upward for Trump’s attempted reelection in 2020 (84 percent).

Religious nationalism accounts for much of the upsurge of White evangelical voting in the 2016 and 2020 elections. And yet, elements of nationalism do not merely explain the backlash voting patterns in two elections. Rather, they illuminate an animating—and reanimating—impulse, pattern, and logic that has surged and resurged for more than a half century in White Christian America.

In this chapter I demonstrate how tracing the multiple, interwoven threads of religious nationalism in White evangelical Christian America illuminates the complex reasons that it is far from its death throes. The nationalism of White evangelicals in the Trump era is not a new phenomenon. It is one that reanimates past—and recurring—logics and patterns of ethnoreligious nationalism in the United States. This dynamic is manifest in encounters with (allegedly) threatening societal change. It persists by self-protectively morphing and resurging sociopolitically, at distinctive points in time, and by reigniting in response to specific issues. I describe this persistently recurring dynamic and pattern as “zombie nationalism.”

Whiteness and Christianity have long endured as legitimating forms of American nationalism. And yet, focus upon Whiteness and Christianity alone leaves multiple dynamics of ethnoreligious nationalism of White evangelicals obscured from view. Attending to gender norms and sexual politics as drivers of ethnoreligious nationalism is equally indispensable. Indeed, I argue that White Christian sexual politics uniquely illuminate the elective affinities between ethnicity, religion, and nationalism in this case, as they are inextricably interwoven with the normative ideals of White evangelical Christianity. Sexual politics, I will show, infuse the sociopolitical processes by which zombie nationalism asserts and reasserts itself—time and again—in a rapidly changing context.
Nationalist dynamics sometimes camouflage themselves. They may persevere through seemingly transformational processes where the rhetoric and surface appearance changes, but the purposes and effects are recreated, rescripted, and reinforced in new ways. In my second section, I argue that, in the case of White evangelical Christians in the United States, this process of preservation through transformation is propelled by a dynamic that Friedrich Nietzsche termed *ressentiment*, an attitude toward the world that animates the “zombie nationalism” White evangelical Christians have exemplified for sixty years. In short, by illuminating the recurrent patterns of sexual politics propelling zombie nationalism, I demonstrate that the beating heart of much contemporary, White evangelical Christianity is, in fact, Nietzschean nihilism.

In the third section, I explicate the reasons that the zombie nationalism of White Christian evangelicals cannot be reduced without remainder to the interlacing, elective affinities of ethnicity, religion, and nationality. I examine in detail the ways that sexual politics operates as a distinct driver of zombie nationalism, and how the nihilism associated with Nietzsche’s account of *ressentiment* facilitates this. The most recent resurrection of White evangelical nationalism bears patterns of refusal, resistance, political reanimation, and resurgence that recur in new form, yet distinctly replicate earlier episodes of refusal and resistance, specifically regarding earlier bans on interracial sex, marriage, and procreation. In the concluding section, I explore what it might mean theologically and hermeneutically for White evangelical Christians to engage transformatively, rather than reacting protectively and oppositionally, in the face of the changes that characterize the present context.

**The Zombification of White Christian Nationalism**

Recent studies indicate that White Christian America is rapidly aging and diminishing in population, its institutions are receding, and its influence waning. If demography is destiny, the argument runs, the relevant demographic trends indicate that White Christian America is dying.13

Amid these projected realities, Robert Jones warns of the emergence of a White evangelical Christian “Frankenstein’s monster,” an entity stitched together from the remnant fragments of formerly hegemonic cultural and
in institutional bodies. Though long decaying, they become reanimated and propelled by the surging currents and organizing shocks of mobilizing for specific political and culture war causes. Frankenstein’s monster thus stands in as a metaphor for the kind of aggressive, concentrated culture war resurgence that White evangelicalism has taken on in the face of its demographic decline, and that it has opted for in its political resurgence under Trump, and in successive waves of Trumpism (which has surged beyond the Trump presidency itself). And yet, careful inspection of Mary Shelley’s classic narrative shows that Jones’s analogy breaks down in ways that are detrimental to the point he seeks to convey with it. Exploring the analogy further reveals that there is a more descriptively and analytically illuminating comparison available.

Throughout the modern and late modern world, one finds many expressions of fascination with monsters. Mary Shelley perhaps most famously and influentially portrayed monstrosity in the modern world through her creation of Dr. Frankenstein’s monster. Shelly infused her creation with acute self-awareness, hyper-self-reflexivity, and (ironically) compassion as an essential feature of natural life. The creature’s desire for empathetic relationship, yet acute recognition of his loneliness and power—a beautiful soul enshrouded within the body of stitched-together corpse fragments and inspired by the overreaching genius of modern medical materialism—could only be hated and shunned for the monstrosity of its external appearance.

At one level, Shelley’s monster was a model of true humanity—vulnerable, compassionate, and, because of that, suffering a life brought into being out of death. It was the marginalization of the creature’s humanity, interspersed by his desperate search for empathetic, charitable companionship, that drove him to terrorize, but ultimately mourn the death of his creator, Victor Frankenstein. Paradoxically, in virtue of their revulsion at the unnaturalness of his external features, the humans he encountered could only perceive the unalloyed humanity of Dr. Frankenstein’s creation as a form of repulsive monstrosity. Their perception of a monstrous creature was, in effect, a mirror image of the destructive monstrosity incipient in the heart of modern humanity.

In contrast to Jones’s analogy of a White evangelical “Frankenstein’s monster,” the ethnoreligious nationalism that animates contemporary U.S. White evangelicalism is fashioned much more in the image of the zombies of George Romero’s film Dawn of the Dead (1978). Like Romero’s
zombies (and in diametric contrast to Shelley’s creation), this mutation of nationalism has demonstrated little capacity for the kind of self-discovery, hyper-self-reflexivity, critical-reflectiveness, compassion for the living, and desire for an evolving relationship conveyed in the tragic vulnerability of Victor Frankenstein’s monster. In the Romero original, the zombies emerge slowly. They traverse the terrain with seemingly infinitesimal motions. Their power is in the ways they pursue their objectives in mindless, lock-step conformity, and with undeterrible resolve. So, it is for the social and ideological patterns that inspirit the latest resurrection of White evangelical Christian political resurgence. This pattern is reflected in dynamics of re-animation born of motivating commitments and beliefs (“worldview”) that are not amenable to contrary evidence. Such recurring dynamics are fueled by U.S. White evangelical Christians conceptualizing themselves as an increasingly marginalized remnant in a society that (putatively) originally did, and (allegedly) should still, reflect their central identity and values. They perceive themselves to be perennially persecuted victims of an aggressively anti-Christian “secular” society. For White evangelicals, these grievances infuse (and further propagate themselves through) pop-culture variations on spiritual warfare, end-time apocalypticism, and messianism. This renders White evangelicals susceptible to extreme forms of cognitive dissonance, and radicalization. As a result, many Trump-era evangelical Christians are primed to embrace “end-time” and messianism-inflected conspiracy theories dressed in the garb of Trump-driven, Republican politics. From this ensues a proclivity to position their political and cultural opponents on the far side of a Manichaean divide, and to infuse contemporary politics with cosmic urgency.

During the Trump presidency, for example, White evangelical Christians were recruited in ever-increasing numbers into QAnon conspiracy ideology. Some evangelical thinkers have sounded the alarm about this trend among White evangelicals. They see the evangelical embrace of QAnon as a departure from true evangelicalism into an altogether different, heretical religious movement. And yet, this makes evangelical denial of its relation to QAnon too easy and un-self-critical. Clearly, not all evangelicals are QAnon followers. And not all QAnon followers are evangelicals. However, in fact, many White evangelicals are primed to embrace QAnon ideology for reasons intrinsic to twentieth- and twenty-first-century White evangelicalism. Indeed, ethnoreligious
nationalism—and the distinctive form of zombie nationalism I describe here—is one form of connective tissue creating the symbiosis between much White evangelicalism and QAnon conspiracy ideology.

**QAnon and White Evangelical Nationalism**

QAnon theories, and internet “drop” events associated with them, emerged in the second year of Trump’s presidency and quickly evolved into an increasingly mainstream religio-political movement promoted by Trump (via Twitter). They portray him as a messianic figure who is a bulwark for U.S. White evangelicals and other putatively “patriotic” populations against assaults upon Christian culture. “Q” is a clandestine (that is, “anonymous,” hence, “QAnon”) internet presence whose viral posts and YouTube videos—frequently sprinkled with quotations from Christian scripture (e.g., 2 Chronicles 7:14) and soliciting prayer from his/her followers—purport to expose the insidious inner workings of the “deep state,” and the intrinsic deceptiveness of “mainstream media.” “Q” purports to reveal how the struggles against these are infused with apocalyptic significance, cohere with end-time biblical prophecy, and aim at the retrieval and defense of the United States’ true identity as a Christian nation.

In its most acute form, QAnon conspiracy ideology alleges that the Democratic Party is controlled by a cabal of global elite (“globalist”) and “deep state” anti-Christian and anti-Trump actors (specifically naming the Rothschilds, George Soros, Bill and Hilary Clinton, Bill Gates, and “Hollywood” figures, among others). It further alleges that this cabal engages in pedophilia, child sex-trafficking, ritual cannibalism of children, and worships Satan. This ideology amplifies Trump’s baseless claims that he won the 2020 presidential election, and that that election was stolen from him and his followers. Though they seem so ridiculous as to be dismissed out of hand, in fact, White evangelicals in the United States embrace these claims at astonishing rates, rates far higher than their nonevangelical, Republican counterparts.

Examined in terms of their religio-cultural structures, these conspiracy-fueled patterns of demonization and scapegoating of opponents are neither novel nor especially unusual. They reanimate distinct features of widely circulated antisemitic conspiracy theories, such as the Protocols of the Elders of Zion, an early twentieth-century Russian czarist fabricated
account of a Jewish economic and political elite allegedly controlling global politics and economics. QAnon crosses various “Protocols” tropes with the recurrent “blood libel” accusations that inspired numerous Christian pogroms against European Jews, namely, that Jews kidnapped Christian children and used their blood in ritual observance. QAnon demonizes and scapegoats its targets in similar ways, and similarly inspires violence. 28 The antisemitic contours of QAnon ideology make it especially attractive to White supremacists and White nationalists (e.g., the Proud Boys). Its ethno-nationalist elements, intermingling with its religious dimensions, create an intoxicating elixir for White evangelicals who may think of themselves as sharing little in common with avowed White nationalists or card-carrying White supremacists. Yet, their elective affinities, as Philip Gorski also examines in his contribution to this volume (chapter 1), converge in the connective tissue of ethnoreligious nationalism. 29

Trump-era White evangelicals have widely adopted various messianic interpretations of Trump. Many of these feed directly into QAnon claims that Trump is an “end-time” defender of U.S. Christian culture. 30 American evangelical culture amplifies these claims and dynamics exponentially. QAnon is, in effect, one part Frank Peretti spiritual warfare, 31 one part Left Behind series apocalypticism, 32 one-part Elders of Zion antisemitic conspiracy theory, and one part Celebrity Apprentice.

End-time, apocalyptic, messianic drivers of White evangelical Christian nationalism are not new. They have a long history among White U.S. evangelicals. The best-selling, end-time prophecy publishing industry of the 1970s and 80s, launched by Hal Lindsey’s The Late Great Planet Earth (1970), and its influence on evangelical political engagement in the 1980s, is one prior example of the various entanglement of strands that reemerge in evangelical Christian enmeshment in QAnon ideology. The 1970s and 80s end-time prophecy and apocalypticism shaped White evangelical attitudes toward U.S. national identity in the Cold War. It informed their views toward political policy, for example, regarding the prospects of nuclear war, which many evangelicals viewed as the form that biblically prophesied apocalypse might take. Indeed, Lindsey claimed, it was the Antichrist that would “delude the world with promises of peace.” 33 Ronald Reagan catered to his evangelical base by occasionally entertaining their apocalypticism at various points throughout his presidency. 34 This occurred again with the
release of the *Left Behind* book series during the 1990s. Selling about 80 million copies altogether, this series shaped evangelical views about the State of Israel, and especially fueled Christian Zionism.³⁵

QAnon ideology symbiotically feeds upon the impulses toward apocalypticism and messianism that are intrinsic to White evangelicalism. It infuses these with Republican politics, retrieving and synergistically reanimating prior patterns of religious nationalism. These occur, for example, in reemergent concepts of the Christian nation (peoplehood) as a victimized-yet-faithful and long-suffering remnant, that conception’s interwovenness with embattled Christian identity and culture (a myth of origin), and the exceptional role of the United States in God’s providential plan within world history (the exceptionalism of a “new Israel”), and especially the return of the Christian messiah (messianism). The cyclical resurgence of these dynamics exemplifies “zombie nationalism.”³⁶

Rather than the demise prognosticated by social scientists, the case of “the end of White Christian America” is an example by which to examine how forms of religious authority and identity navigate conflicts precipitated by rapid change, relativized significance in a diversifying context, and might vie for constructive transformation—or retrenchment through insidious radicalization—in the shifting contexts of modernity. Particularly illuminating are the ways that White evangelicals innovate—or degenerate—using modern discourse on religion, law, and nationalism to consolidate and reassert their positions, rather than reject or modify those. Equally instructive are the ways they innovate—or degenerate—using their own religious self-understandings and scriptural practices in these circumstances.

Any hope for constructive transformation will entail grappling with changes in registers that have emerged in U.S. society more broadly, registers of race, ethnicity, gender, and sexuality. At the same time, responding intelligently and intentionally requires that White Christians, in a spirit of teachability, come to terms with past—and recurring—patterns of racism, ethnocentrism, heteronormativity, and patriarchy that remain extant (if at times sublimated or camouflaged). The extent to which they persist in the future in various forms will depend on whether White evangelical Christians deal with these, and how. It is here that the distinct terms of nationalism discourse are currently limited, but hold great promise, to illuminate the nature and character of the problems.
“Nationalism” can be a blunt a category left without qualification. For my purposes here, I situate that concept in a line of thinking indebted to Max Weber. On this account, it is an analytical concept that is intrinsically multifocal because of, in part, its elective affinities with other modes of constructing, justifying, and legitimating group identity and cohesion. Some define “nationalism” as an intrinsically religious category in the sense that it entails an idolatrous worship of the nation and the nation’s manifestation in the machinations of statecraft. In contrast to this, the Weberian categories admit of more nuance and flexibility.

The term “ethnic” indicates “origin by birth or descent.” And, in fact, Weber influentially defined “ethnicity” as a “subjective belief in common descent.” According to this definition, whether common descent is based on objective realities is largely beside the point. A fluid list of features are frequently invoked as material bases for shared ethnic identities (e.g., language, manners and mores, shared origin stories, among others). The key for Weber is the commonly held belief in, or basic perception and embodied sense of, the “naturalness”—frequently conceived as inherited or received—of shared membership in the group, and the community’s common origin and ensuing destiny. In the United States, being “White” is a category that has been fluid enough to gradually encompass differentiating identities that were initially mutually exclusive (Irish, Italian, Polish, and even Ashkenazi Jews, among others).

In sum, then, both nationality and ethnicity are historically produced or constructed. Both occur in a group’s unifying account of, and belief in, its “common descent” and constituent features of shared identity. The concepts of nation and ethnicity differ in that nations and national identities tend to be intricately linked to concerns for legitimation of themselves in sociopolitical contexts and purposes. These pertain to political autonomy, authentication and justification of the state with which that people administers its nationhood (i.e., nation-state), or to the demarcation and preservation of a group’s boundaries and identity in a diverse national context.

Methodologically, the multifocal Weberian lens has the virtue of deploying distinctions, instead of presuming dichotomies, which illuminate elective affinities—as opposed to identical (or dichotomously defined)
essences—between religion, nationalism, and ethnicity. This lens highlights how both ethnicity and religion (fluidly conceptualized as they may be) can interweave and become mutually reinforcing (and often tend or gravitate toward one another) for the purposes of demarcating and legitimating a political entity, claims for autonomy or political influence, or for cultural prestige, defense, and/or identity preservation. Identifications and justifications demonstrating such an elective affinity would be “ethnoreligious,” and reflect the elective affinities between ethnicity and religion for such purposes, on Weber’s account. In such an example, with a shared belief both in a common descent and in shared, identifying cultural features (ethnos), a group generates even greater practical and institutional cohesion by interweaving these with the practices, understandings, and institutions of a religious tradition. Or, if elective affinities did not occur in formal interconnection between ethnicity and religious elements of a historical religious tradition, the affinity might occur through “selective retrieval” of elements from proximal religious traditions and practices, deployed for purposes of interpreting the meaning and amplifying a sense of transcendent or world-historical significance of the bonds that bind (religare/religio) that group together. Generally, such ethnoreligious justification would relate to nationalism insofar as its purposes in demarcating the group also served purposes of generating and amplifying the shared belief in, cohesion, and legitimation of that group for sociopolitical purposes, historical significance, and cultural prestige.

To take one example, ethnoreligious nationalist identification would construe White Protestant Christians as distinctive inheritors of the legacy of Anglo-Protestant Christian values. It would base this understanding in the conceptions, symbols, cultural meanings, manners, and mores considered to be distinctive of the American nation in its founding along Anglo-Protestant lines. It might invoke a claim of “origins” to justify its understanding of the nature, character, and identity that the nation-state was intended, and/or ought, to reflect in perpetuity. Such claims would maintain, for example, that the United States is a nation founded upon “Christian” or “Judeo-Christian” values. It would find these encapsulated in, say, the Ten Commandments, and also in values of religious freedom, individual liberty, and the belief that it is a nation “chosen” by God and designated a vessel to spread those values throughout the world. This would reflect an example of “ethno-religious nationalism.”
As a matter of fact, the above reflects many of the self-understandings of White Protestant Christians through the nineteenth-to the mid-twentieth-century United States. Indeed, ethnoreligious nationalism fitting such a description was at the heart of Protestant, anti-Catholic xenophobia throughout the nineteenth century and twentieth century. The hierarchy and authority structure of the Catholic Church (derided as antithetical to the Protestant doctrine of “the priesthood of all believers” and more democratic church polities) was deemed inimical to religious liberty. Allegiance to the pope and Vatican, and Catholic Churches that reflected distinctive ethnonational cultures (e.g., Irish-Catholic, Polish-Catholic, Lithuanian-Catholic, and so forth) were portrayed as “dual,” “multiple,” or “conflicting allegiances,” and as antidemocratic, rendering questionable the sincerity of Catholics’ loyalty to the United States.44

Of course, many White Christian Americans (including White Catholics) now hold similar views of Muslim Americans through the first decades of the early twenty-first century. Indeed, it was the anti-Muslim rhetoric and policies characterizing Trump’s presidency that elicited the support of many White Christians.45 Pew Research Center surveyed White evangelical laypeople regarding which issues were “very important” to them in deciding how to vote in 2016. Contrary to many presumptions that typical “culture war” issues (antiabortion, most conspicuously) drove their voting, threats of terrorism (89%) and the economy (87%) far outpaced concern for Supreme Court appointments (70%) and abortion (52%). Moreover, the results for evangelical laypeople diverged starkly from the reasons reported by evangelical religious leaders. For the leadership, Supreme Court appointments and antiabortion topped the list. Most White evangelical Christians (74%) reported sustained support for Trump’s ban on immigration from seven Muslim majority countries (but Iraq was later exempted from the ban). Roughly the same percentage remained concerned about the likelihood of religious extremist acts committed in the name of Islam around the world, and in the United States.46

**Conceptualizing Race**

Why and how to focus on Whiteness in recent evangelical political activism, and in regard to Trumpian populism more generally? Indeed, some argue that, although Christian nationalism is profoundly influential in recent
U.S. politics, culture, and society more broadly, “being White,” or “White evangelical”—even the “religiousness” of such nationalism—has very little to do with the deeper, motivating interests and purposes of Christian nationalism. On the one hand, they argue, Christian nationalism frequently underwrites and fuels political support and organizing for specific issues associated with, for example, pro “law and order” policies, against gun control, and anti-same-sex marriage policies, among others. Yet, they argue, what really motivates and fuels their activism is the desire for power. On this account, “Christian nationalism” is the means by which conservative Americans of whatever race, ethnicity, or socioeconomic class desire to “institutionalize conservative Christian cultural preferences in America’s policies and self-identity.” This account reduces Christian nationalism to a multipurpose tool by which conservative-minded Americans pursue power and political and cultural influence. They do so by baptizing their political aims in religious language and moral signifiers. Race is not entirely irrelevant on this account, of course. At bottom, however, this is about the pursuit of power by the already privileged to “defend against shifts in the culture toward equality for groups that have historically lacked the access to levers of power—women and sexual, racial, ethnic, and religious minorities.”

Rather than enhancing the precision with which we might understand and treat the nature, character, and influence of “Christian nationalism” in contemporary public discussion and debate, this account actually dulls it. It occludes the ways that, in the United States, pursuit and protection of political power and cultural influence continue to be a discourse intrinsically inscribed by racial and ethnic valences, identities, and differences.

Of course, thinkers and social critics charge that scholars, academics, and social commentators of all sorts are eager to uncover and impute charges of racism to conservative and religious members of U.S. society where (they claim) racism does not really exist. However, such objections deploy exceedingly narrow concepts of “race” and “racism.” “Racism” easily becomes a sanitized term that obscures more than it illuminates. It is sanitized insofar as it purports to name intentional and explicit attitudes associated with discrimination and bigotry that an individual holds toward a person or group based upon their racial identity or characteristics the person shares with a racialized group. Without important qualifications, such a conception elides structural causes and conditions of (structural
forms) of racism. It obscures the ways that cultural practices, conceptions, implicit and unrecognized biases camouflage participation in structural forms of racism or make them feel and appear “not wrong.”

So understood, race has always inscribed religious practices and religious discourse in the United States. These intersect and inextricably interweave with ethnicity, gender, and class. By diminishing the racial dimensions of this history, and its effect upon the present—by treating it as, at most, secondary and dependent in significance—this account detaches the power and longtime prevalence of Christian ethnoreligious nationalism from historical specificity. It erases the specific, radical changes to which White evangelical and Catholic Christians are reacting in their embrace of Trumpism. It thus leaves the concept of religious nationalism to hover in the realm of the generic and abstract, as an instrument of generically “conservative Americans.” Similarly, it uproots the structural and cultural nature and character of “race” and “racism,” a dynamic that reflects White American Christians broad refusal to recognize racism as a structural and cultural phenomenon (rather than a matter of personal attitude and explicit belief, from which most White people easily excuse themselves).

As we will see in the next section, it is the withering away and feared loss of phenomena such as racially inflected advantage (however tacit) and protection of what Weber identifies as a central driver of ethnonationalism, that is, “cultural prestige” and influence, that currently mobilize White evangelical Christians in mass patterns of behavior and voting trends that reveal a degree of uniformity (and amplification of previous logics and behaviors) not seen heretofore. At the same time, these also reflect patterns and logics of in-group protection, survival, and political reassertion than have been evident before.

Beyond reduction to a group’s “pursuit of power,” how do racial, ethnic, and religious identities intersect to influence the distinctly oppositional and conflictual appeals to nationalism in the context of the Trump presidency? What is at stake? Again, Weber’s account of elective affinities between ethnicity, religion, and nationalism permits a more fluid and nonreductionistic, multifocal conceptualization—one in which ethnicity and race interweave with and infuse a conception of religious identities and practices—making that identity, in part, distinctly what it is. To put it in terms from Gorski’s chapter, what results is a compound. These two interact synergistically,
further, with all the religious and ethnic/racialized features that constitute U.S. nationalism (Christian and Jewish myths, symbols, origin stories, and exceptionalist claims for the nation’s special favor, duties, and world-historical significance in relation to the Judeo-Christian God). The result, again, is the more flexible analytical category of ethnoreligious nationalism. Redescribed philosophically, the animating process bears striking resemblance to the nihilistic innovation that occurs by way of spiritual defensiveness and retaliation described by Nietzsche in *The Genealogy of Morals*.

“Evil Be Thou My Good”:
**WHITE EVANGELICAL RÉSENTIMENT AS ETHNORELIGIOUS NATIONALISM**

Diversification by non-European immigrant people groups has been occurring at an increasingly rapid pace in the United States over the past half century. This has occurred especially in the wake of amplified Asian and Latin American immigration since passage of the Hart–Celler Immigration and Nationality Act of 1965. Numerous studies indicate that increasingly rapid societal diversification—accompained by experience and/or fear that one’s majority status is diminishing, and that such reorientation is a necessary part of the increasing justness of a society—triggers identity defensiveness. Not surprisingly, then, White people in the United States now widely report that they perceive discrimination against White people to be as significant a problem as discrimination against Blacks and other minorities. Such surveys correlate with the upsurge of White entitlement, White fragility, and increasingly reactionary and virulent forms of White supremacy in recent decades, and especially in the 2016 and 2020 elections. These are circumstances ripe for exploitation by appeals to White identity and grievance politics, which characterize much of the conflict and divisiveness in contemporary U.S. society.

White evangelical Christian perceptions of discrimination track closely with the reported grievance trends of White Americans generally. Eighty percent of White evangelicals report “perceived in-group embattlement,” alleging that “discrimination against Christians is as big a problem as discrimination against other groups in America.” A majority of White evangelical Christians claim that “American culture and way of life” have worsened
since the 1950s. Hence White evangelicals’ widespread attunement to the invitation to “make America great again.” White evangelical Christianity interweaves with conservative politics in the United States. Indeed, White evangelical Christians demonstrate marked uniformity in their political affiliations—predominantly Republican.

Evangelical Christian members of minority racial and ethnic groups diverge greatly from White evangelicals in their political views and voting practices. Non-White evangelicals are less politically conservative on numerous social and political issues, and generally less aligned with Republican Party affiliation, than White evangelicals. They diverge on issues such as immigration policy and militant enforcement of national borders, the realities of climate change, progressive taxation of the rich, the government’s role in providing health care, support for the Black Lives Matter movement, and the present-day effect of the legacy of slavery in the United States. Janelle Wong makes the case that, on the one hand, these divergences are owing to non-White evangelicals’ experiences as members of racial or ethnic minority groups—their experiences of varying degrees and forms of nonmajority standing, and often, struggles against forms of marginalization related to immigration and immigrant status—in the United States. On the other hand, even more importantly, Wong’s work indicates a difference in minority and immigrant evangelicals in virtue of what they lack. Namely, they do not harbor a similar sense of “grievance” and perception that they have “lost” a culture and society that once was (putatively) rightfully theirs. White evangelicals, by contrast, perceive themselves becoming an increasingly embattled, politically less influential, culturally marginal, discriminated against, and soon to be minority group. The temptation is for White evangelical politics to become—insofar as it is not already—inspired and driven by a perception of its own endangerment, and a spirit of victimhood, turned inward upon itself, exemplifying what Nietzsche called ressentiment.

As Nietzsche had it, ressentiment is a process by which a person or group responds to its own perceived endangerment, victimhood, and/or suffering by internalizing its angst and frustrating and festering desire for revenge, then projecting it outward as means by which to assert itself. It wields its alleged victimization as a covert means of conjuring and asserting power—even dominance—in the form of retribution against what
it perceives (and claims) to be the source of its precarity. *Ressentiment* is self-deceiving in that the source of the group’s power—its amplification of its own alleged victimization—produces an inability to accurately perceive the true cause of its perception of self-suffering.\(^{63}\) *Ressentiment* transvalues (revalues) values in order to locate meaningfulness in the group’s perception of its marginalization and suffering. They claim that this is their pursuit of true justice, not revenge. The group then repurposes that putative suffering and alleged endangerment as a weapon. The transvaluation of values becomes a means of a form of spiritualized self-protection and reprisal.\(^{64}\)

For example, a group might reposition the diminishment (or relativization) of its own prior cultural power and significance as its having become, allegedly, a culture perennially under attack. The group may do this, for example, by construing some emergent, newly established recognition and equality for a previously unrecognized and marginalized group that it opposes as discrimination against its sacred beliefs, and an infringement upon its rights of belief and practice to continue treating that previously “deviant” group as inferior. In such a case it reacts by transvaluing values and concepts. For example, political and legal recognition, and just treatment, of the previously excluded group now constitutes the formerly hegemonic group’s victimization and infringement upon its rights. It does this rather than recognizing and adjusting, adapting, and transforming itself in the face of new realities, and a more precise and encompassing account of justice.\(^{65}\) What they claim to be “justice” for them (in this case protection of their right to religious freedom) is, in fact, their transvaluation of values of justice and equality in a defensive and retaliatory reaction born of *ressentiment*.

In its general contours, *ressentiment* becomes a source of power because it is creative. It invents by transposing the meaning of values, and the orientation of actions that ensue therefrom, in virtue of the group’s self-deceived conviction that its members are the people who are *truly* endangered, and in pursuit of true justice. In this way, even “the highest values devalue themselves,” despite the stated intentions of those who might promulgate those values as absolute or nonnegotiable.\(^{66}\) This value transvaluation—and thereby, in the process, group self-invention and assertion—reveals how the treasured beliefs and alleged inviolable truths of the group are, in fact, symptomatic of a western mythos (a dynamic Nietzsche
described as indicative of nihilism). In the present case, the mythos manifests in the outworking of a particular form of ethnoreligious nationalism. This process of transvaluation and self-invention fits Nietzsche’s description of nihilism (even if tacitly so and/or unintended by the group in question).

Held up to the recent history of White evangelical Christians, ressentiment describes an animating dynamic for the ways that ethnoreligious nationalist logics exemplify recurrent patterns of self-preservation through transformation, reanimation, and resurgence that constitute the zombie nationalism at the heart of White evangelical, culture war Christianity. This pattern of ressentiment among White Christians occurs nowhere more dramatically than in White evangelical and White Catholic Christians’ present-day, and previous, discourses on sexual politics.

The Sexual Politics of Ethnoreligious Nationalism

One example of sexual politics that triggers the ressentiment of White U.S. evangelicals is marriage equality for LGBTQ people. Indeed, until very recently, homosexuality in U.S. society was treated as exemplifying a kind of monstrosity, or moral abomination. Same-sex attraction was alleged to be perverse behavior originating from an internal deviant impetus. It was with the advent of behavioral psychology in the mid-twentieth century that this deviance was believed to be alterable by “scientific” means. Psychologists thought they could behaviorally restructure the homosexual person’s desires. This rendered obsolete the traditional methods of treating homosexual tendencies through bodily and psychiatric incapacitation (e.g., chemical castration and ice pick lobotomy). The cutting edges of mid-twentieth-century behavioral psychology claimed to restructure the deviant channels of homosexual desires through “behavior modification” and “operant conditioning.” Throughout the 1950s and 60s, homosexuality was treated increasingly with “aversion therapy”—in the case of gay men, electrical shocks to the genitals and vomit-inducing drugs coupled with forced viewing of images of naked men. Subjects would then be sent on romantic outings with women. Such “behavior modification” treatments failed spectacularly. They left their subjects traumatized, scarred, and suicidal. Homosexuality entered the DSM-II (1968) as a mental disorder and reclassified as a “sexual orientation disorder” because of the emergence of...

U.S. culture and law now recognize same-sex marriage and include it with respect to equality before the law. These historically invisible, marginalized, persecuted, and stigmatized people are recognized as fully human—recognized legally and socially in their full humanity—rather than as people beholden to the monstrous miscreation or medicalized sicknesses of mental illnesses, such as “sexual orientation disturbance” or spiritual perversion and depravity. Gays and lesbians thus became recognized as bearers of the rights of full citizenship as such (e.g., marital rights, parental rights of child adoption, and so forth). Yet these developments transgress the evangelical conviction that same-sex and family relationships are abominations in that they transgress putatively natural and divinely sanctioned norms (i.e., contravene their, putatively, biblical understanding of marriage between one man and one woman).

Ressentiment takes forms of spiritual and psychological retaliation in response to one’s self-diagnosed oppression and victimhood. The legalization of marriage equality makes same-sex marriage something that evangelical Christians must live with, accommodate, even stand alongside in equality before the law. In principle, they must serve same-sex couples as customers in their businesses that serve the public. They must extend marital benefits to same-sex spouses in institutions that receive tax-exempt status from the state. And yet, same-sex marriage remains, to many evangelical Christians, a moral abomination.

Many White evangelical Christians respond by claiming that forcing them to recognize same-sex marriage as marriage, and to treat it equally with heterosexual marriage, renders them victims of the latest phase in the sexual revolution initiated a few decades ago as the most recent sexual fad or latest “sexual orthodoxy.” Marriage equality encroaches upon their “sincerely held belief” that same-sex relations are abominations, and, as a matter of (putative) ontological fact, cannot be marriages at all. They thus invoke their right to religious freedom. This is their right to freely adhere to their sincerely held belief, and to live in accord with that belief, namely, that they must never act in ways that either facilitate or endorse even tacitly these abominations (same-sex marriage, adoption by same-sex couples, and so forth). Indeed, those evangelical Christians who hold out the prospect for treating spiritually—even “curing”—the conditions of same-sex desire and
love claim the mantle of rights for their cause. Though the most famous interdenominational Christian (predominantly evangelical Protestant) “gay conversion” organization, Exodus International, renounced conversation therapy, closed its doors, and issued an apology for the suffering it caused, many of its network members continue to operate. Other evangelical organizations persist in variations of “conversion therapy,” or psycho-social and spiritual treatment for “homosexual urges.”

Here again we see this group’s creative innovation with—transvaluation of—legal norms for religious purposes that are both defensive (motivated by their putative victimhood), but also obliquely retaliatory (textbook features of Nietzschean *ressentiment*). Evangelical organizations such as James Dobson’s Focus on the Family now justify their persistence in “gay conversion therapy” as the “right of the patient” to seek the form of therapy that they desire, including “sexual orientation change efforts,” however harmful that “treatment” has proven to be. In fact, “conversion therapy” has been not only discredited as a form of treatment by countless studies among psychologists and medical researchers, but it has also been shown to be damaging to the people to whom it is applied (in clear contravention of the Hippocratic Oath). It has, as a result, been legally banned in many places across the United States. And yet, in 2019 a conservative Christian advocacy organization filed suit against the New York City Council’s ban on conversion therapy. They claimed that such a ban violates the rights to free speech of doctors and patients (i.e., doctors who might counsel patients in favor of “sexual orientation conversion therapy,” or patients who might seek it). The City Council preemptively reversed its ban on conversion therapy as a result. They reasoned that, were the challenge appealed to the U.S. Supreme Court (now with three justices nominated by Trump), the ban might be overturned under the auspices of “free speech” or “religious freedom,” and perhaps result in the compulsory reversal of any such similar ordinances across the United States.

In sum, then, contra the self-perception of themselves as a persecuted group that seeks to merely be legally accommodated in order to faithfully observe their religious beliefs against same-sex marriage, in fact, some White evangelicals continue to seek out and “cure” LGBTQ people. This is not a passive appeal to accommodation. Rather, it is an active deployment of culture war sexual politics. How does it reveal the pivotal role of sexual politics in racialized ethnoreligious nationalism? As I make evident in the
next subsection, this sexual politics drives the recurring logic and dynamics that resurrect White evangelical Christian ethnoreligious nationalism time and again—animating zombie nationalism.

A New Name for Some Old Forms of Bigotry: “Religious Freedom” as Ressentiment

The 2013 Supreme Court decision *United States v. Windsor* declared unconstitutional the Defense of Marriage Act of 1996, which had defined marriage as a union between one man and one woman in federal law, and which had granted the states the right to deny the marriage of same-sex couples. *Obergefell v. Hodges* (2015) further required the federal government, and all states, to recognize and respect same-sex marriage equality, and to confer all the rights and protections attendant to such recognition. On the night that the Supreme Court handed down its decision in *Obergefell*, President Barack Obama illuminated the White House in rainbow-colored lights—the colors symbolizing Gay Pride since the inception of the gay rights movement (and the constituent colors of the Gay Pride flag). For many evangelical Christian Americans, this action taken by the first African American president was nothing less than a culture war broadside against evangelical Christian identity and marked the rapid dissolution of Christian culture in the United States.

Statistically, approval of same-sex marriage has increased throughout U.S. society in recent decades. It has slightly improved even among some younger, White evangelical Christians. And yet, as evangelical historian John Fea recounts, it is difficult to overestimate the influence that the establishment of same-sex marriage equality exerted in amplifying a sense of grievance and igniting “righteous anger” (and ensuing “passion for justice”—a hallmark of *ressentiment*) among White evangelicals. Such self-righteousness further fueled support for Trump. White evangelicals took *Obergefell* to exemplify the marginalization—indeed, the endangerment—of White, evangelical Christian America. “When LGBT activists claimed that Obama was on ‘the right side of history’ in his support of gay marriage, the message to evangelicals was clear: they were on the wrong side,” Fea writes. “As the presidential election cycle began, evangelicals felt marginalized and even threatened by the social progressivism they witnessed under Obama’s administration. The traditional institutions they
deemed essential to a healthy society—the society that was at the core of their childhood and upbringing—was crumbling around them, and they were terrified.”75

Fea is far from alone in attributing White evangelicals’ embrace of Trump as backlash to their self-declared endangerment by the previous president, and to a societal shift toward same-sex marriage equality that occurred “too quickly for many Americans.”76 And yet, such a focus neglects the deep history and subterranean—yet episodically resurgent—dynamics that made their path to Trump predictable, if not inevitable.

When viewed through the lenses of ethnoreligious nationalism I have discussed, by contrast, the deep history of evangelical sexual politics, and the logic by which it drives a resurrection of ethnoreligious nationalism—zombie nationalism—comes into view. In fact, White evangelicals have been at a juncture of obstinate opposition previously regarding their views of the “sanctity of marriage” as between one man and one woman. The sincerely held belief in 2016 that same-sex marriage (and all homosexual sexual relations) is a moral and spiritual abomination, and thus contradicts the true meaning of “marriage,” claims that it contravenes putatively ontological differences between men and women. Further, this belief appeals to “civilizational normativity,” frequently based on the putative dictates of natural law. And this belief claims, namely, that “for more than two millennia, the belief that marriage is a union between a man and a woman served as a bedrock of Western civilization.”77 These claims replicate earlier evangelical opposition to interracial sex and marriage. In fact, they resurrect and reanimate identical logics and sexual politics of the earlier case. Both cases spurred upsurges in evangelical Christian ethnoreligious nationalism.

In popular perception, evangelical Christians awakened politically in the 1970s, primarily in response to the Supreme Court ruling that abortion was a constitutional right (Roe v. Wade, 1973).78 This court case purports to mark a point of political awakening and mobilization through moral outrage that quickly consolidated religious activism in the antiabortion movement. In fact, this narrative obscures more than it illuminates, and is based on a highly revisionist account of religious history of the twentieth- and twenty-first-century United States.

In the years immediately following the Roe v. Wade ruling in 1973, numerous White Christian evangelical groups supported the legalization
of abortion. In fact, it took several years for abortion to be recruited as a political and cultural wedge that could divide religiously self-identified voters from those they saw as their opposition—feminists, liberal Democrats, and so-called secular activists of all types. The logics and structural features that fueled White Christian political, cultural, and social aggressiveness toward such putative abominations also find stark recurrence in recent examples of culture war activism and political populism.

Long before abortion was recruited as a wedge controversy, other “moral abominations” led White evangelical Christians to engineer protective legal and political formations in defense against the putative onslaught against their religion and culture. “Interracial mixing,” “interracial marriage,” and “interracial procreation” stood out as such antecedent abominations; interracial sexual relations were rejected by conservative Christians as “miscegenation” because they transgressed ontological racial differences. White Americans’ intimacy with African Americans was a religious prohibition—a taboo. Countless documented lynchings were related to (perceived or real) interracial intimacy, sexual relations, or “flirting.” The power of this taboo was exacerbated, and became more aggressively enforced, in virtue of the putative monstrosity that would result in amalgamation of the distinct races.

Many evangelicals argue that the parallel is not valid. Most have long since renounced explicit racism. They argue that “race mixing” and “miscegenation,” though clearly taboo and sincerely believed to be moral abominations at the time, differed, nonetheless, in that the coupling in question fell within the realm of biological complementarity of particular sexual reproductive organs. Transgressing this conception of sexual complementarity, as same-sex coupling does, violates “natural” (putatively ontological) forms of differentiation in ways that “miscegenation” and “amalgamism” of interracial sex and relationships never did.

And yet, this objection is based on revision of the justifications recognized as self-evident and theologically justified at the time. The view that interracial sex, marriage, and procreation were biological, moral, and spiritual abominations, and thus ought to be legally banned, was held by White evangelical Christians in ways similar to their current opposition to same-sex marriage through the latter part of the twentieth century. They deemed the racialized differences just as ontological, and grounded
in natural law, as the differences in personhood and status that existed between Whites and Blacks. For Protestants, this took the form of a theological basis for separate races. Alleged biological complementarity of interracial sexual relations and marriage was considered a violation of ontological conditions, as same-sex sexual relations and marriage are considered by most White evangelicals today.

Similarly, appeals to the logic of putative “ontological difference” between races, and claims that sexual separation of the races was a “civilizational norm,” served as bases for excluding certain people from legal marriage. They also drove Christian evangelical ethnoreligious nationalism in the earlier case of interracial sex and marriage. For example, in prohibiting marriage between any “person of African descent,” and “any person not of African descent,” the terms of Oklahoma’s 1908 antimiscegenation law attempted to make the ontological and civilizational bases of such statutes clear. In a similar way that the putative abomination of same-sex marriage (or any same-sex sexual relations) is for most White evangelicals and White Catholics today, interracial sex and marriage were claimed to be a violation of God’s law and of the essential natures of White and Black manhood and womanhood. They allegedly defied “civilizational norms.” They contravened the sanctity of marriage, per se. Moreover, the fact that instances of miscegenation could result in procreation spurred expansive legal innovation—laws that would cover the distinct class of cases in which interracial sex resulted in “mixed-race” offspring.

For example, two years after the Civil War, the Pennsylvania Supreme Court ruled in favor of segregated railway cars, arguing that “the natural law which forbids [interracial marriage] and that social amalgamation which leads to a corruption of races, is as clearly divine as that which imparted to [the races] different natures.” Indiana, Alabama, and Virginia soon followed by citing God’s divinely sanctioned, natural law to uphold the illegality of racial intermarriage, invoking the “theology of separate races” to underwrite human law. And even though no federal antimiscegenation law was passed, state antimiscegenation laws were not challenged until 1948. Indeed, Christian theological beliefs and religious invocations of “natural law” have animated twinned aversions and political responses—equally vehement—toward Supreme Court rulings: the ruling that legalized interracial marriage (Loving v. Virginia [1967]) and a half century later the ruling that legalized same-sex marriage (Obergefell).
There are important differences between the two episodes, of course. Earlier appeals were to racialized sexual ontology (Blacks and Whites as separate races, the intermixing of which contravened their respective racial natures). The latter claim is based in gendered bisexual ontology (the putative complementarity by which to “insert Tab A into Slot B”). Even so, the same logic of ontology as bases for (and ensuing appeal to) “civilizational norms” and “natural law” reanimates the ethnoreligious nationalism of White evangelicals in their embrace of Trump in their repudiation of legalization of same-sex marriage equality. In short, the sexual politics of White, evangelical Christians inspirits the latest resurrection of zombie nationalism.

To the purview of the vast majority of White evangelical Christians, the legalization of same-sex marriage cannot be seen as a long occluded, despised, marginalized, and persecuted group finally achieving recognition and equality before the law. From their vantage point, same-sex marriage equality cannot appear as an instance of the arc of the moral universe bending toward justice. Any such claim or description is transvalued into the secular state’s, and secular culture’s, legal vindication of the latest “sexual orthodoxy” in the wake of the revolution for sexual libertinism of the 1960s and 70s, a putative “sexual orthodoxy” appearing roughly “two minutes ago on the clock of history” and now imposed upon them. Of course, by this logic, civil rights for African Americans and suffrage and rights for women fall roughly 2.5 and 3 minutes prior on the clock of civilizational history, respectively. Progressive Christians fought for these earlier changes (and many did so in recent years for same-sex marriage equality), but conservative Christians fought against each of them.

White evangelicals protest that they are the victims of an antireligious, militantly secular state and nihilistic culture. This culture, they allege, marginalizes them by requiring that they legally recognize and provide services in businesses (or in government, universities, or other organizations that serve the public and/or have tax-exempt status), accommodate, and/or provide benefits for same-sex married couples. Such recognition of same-sex marriage is portrayed as compelled endorsement of sin, transgression of natural law, and, as such, as an infringement on persons’ religious freedom to believe and treat same-sex marriage as an abomination in God’s eyes and therefore as inauthentic marriage. This becomes the victimization of “polite persecution,” much like White Christians who were forced to
recognize, first, laws overturning Jim Crow segregation and then gradu-
ally interracial marriage, sex, procreation, adoption, and child-rearing.89

Deploying religious claims and teachings of a religious tradition in
ways that invert the values of equality and freedom effects a “transvaluation
of values.”90 The right to refuse services to same-sex partners seeking to
legally marry is resituated as a “freedom” that is essential to witnessing
to, and enacting, the love of Jesus. Persisting in this refusal—albeit, prefer-
ably in loving tone and style—becomes a (putative) witness of faithfulness
to the love and truth of Christ. At least one of the alleged “lies” they resist,
presumably, is that same-sex marriage is anything other than perversion.91

Again, this illuminates sexual politics as a driver of zombie nationalism.
What appears on its face to be merely a backlash over sexual politics at a
recent point in time occurs in a context in which the aggrieved opposition
(White evangelical Christians), in fact, has a deep history and longtime
presence of deploying such a logic of ressentiment. White Christians in
the United States have been politically mobilized for decades. Centuries
before that—as early as the first and second Great Awakenings in the United
States—White Christians worked to spiritually and culturally evangelize
the United States through an integrative vision of the nation as a sacred,
chosen nation.92 White Christians in the United States are a long-established
culturally hegemonic group. In this context, what might appear to be an
isolated episode in sexual politics (i.e., rearguard defense against newly
legalized same-sex marriage) is, when placed in historical context, one
surgent moment in a longtime contest over the identity and character of
the society. White evangelical Christians resist this change, portraying it
as aggressive encroachment by a secular state in a rapidly secularizing
culture and society, a society they claim is increasingly hostile to evan-
gelical Christian beliefs and to the free practice of religion more generally.

The claims of their oppression—“soft tyranny” and “polite persecu-
tion”—occur not merely in the secular state’s putative infringement upon
allegedly sincerely held commitments of a religious worldview. This is the
secular state’s supposed violation of one’s basic right to religious freedom.
This position construes religious freedom both as a distinctive “first
freedom” as inscribed in the First Amendment and a civilizational value
that is intrinsic to the Judeo-Christian ethos of the U.S. founding. Allegedly,
it is the fact that the nation-state has become aggressively secular that has
contorted the original meaning of the basic principles of religious liberty
and civilizational ethos. On this reading, the state was meant to embody this ethos, and should continue to do so in the present. Thus, their own fight for the “soul” (identity and character) of American society is infused by Christian nationalism.

This response reflects the ways that this group is grappling with allegedly sudden, seemingly drastic elements of modernization. These forms of modernization are present in epistemic, cultural, and legal changes that have followed from increasing moral and religious diversification, and from social and cultural transformation. These result from a movement for equal legal standing by marginalized—and genuinely persecuted—minorities and previously excluded communities. The evangelical Christian response is not a retreat into a simple enclave mentality and existence, as some evangelicals did in order to practice their segregationist Christian commitments when the mores and laws prohibiting racial segregation and racial intermarriage changed. The response, rather, reflects an attempt to contest these effects of modernization in U.S. society by using modern moral and legal terms (that is, vindication of rights of religious freedom as those are conceived by and for evangelical Christians, especially in contrast to Muslims and atheists), and by using legal-rational and bureaucratic processes. They deploy these tactics to preserve beliefs they consider to be nonnegotiable but that have become recognized as dehumanizing and damaging to others (e.g., protecting rights to defend and promote “conversion therapy”) and thus have been legally changed. This creativity with modern legal and moral norms and concepts also leads to innovation and creativity with the religious dimensions of national identity, and societal and legal implications that flow therefrom. This creativity is not the innovation of working within the normative constraints of a living and well-ordered tradition. It is the kind of creativity that Nietzsche described as emerging from the nihilism that underpins ressentiment. It exemplifies the resourcefulness and self-vindication of the transvaluation of values.

The patterns of ethnoreligious nationalism inscribed in White Christian resistance to interracial sex and marriage, and, later, resistance to same-sex sexual relations and marriage, evince markedly similar logic and dynamics. The key insight this connection illuminates is that, to identify and unlearn these patterns of ethnoreligious nationalism—to escape the cycles of zombie nationalism—White evangelicals (along with White Americans more generally) will have to learn what it means to be, and to have been all along,
White, cis-hetero-normative, and patriarchal (as interwoven identities) in a context that bears the stamp of the distinctive racial history, history of sexual politics, and hegemony of White Christianity, as pertains in the United States. The group will have to reconceptualize its role in a changed and changing context. How might this be possible working from within the Christian tradition itself?

A Mess of Pottage: 
The Hermeneutics of White Evangelical Nihilism

At the outset of this chapter, I posed a question: Can White evangelical Christians in the United States engage intentionally and instructively in the constructive transformation of their tradition in the face of inevitable changes? Or, are they condemned to assume a defensive, rearguard preservationism that camouflages the culture war and political activism that has led them to embrace Trump populism and claim Trump as a messianic figure for them? Some—perhaps many—can answer this question only by an appeal to faithfulness. They can only respond to the changes brought on by an increasingly diverse, expanded account of justice and ensuing changes in society and culture according to what they believe to be the dictates of Christian faith. I have argued that what may appear to them to be the dictates of Christian faith can, in fact, be—and we have very strong reasons to claim that, for many White evangelical Christians, already are—nihilistic *ressentiment* precisely of the kind that Nietzsche diagnosed as a tendency and temptation in certain forms of perceived self-embattlement and alleged experience of suffering.

Some evangelicals will ask, rightly, “Must we simply adjust our religious understandings, beliefs, and practices to accord with the alterations in the culture around us?” The wisest among them will ask, alternatively, “Are there reasons internal to our tradition—scriptural and theological reasons—that motivate and underwrite constructive transformation regarding same-sex marriage, much as they did the eventual (at times, very slow) transformation of White evangelical views toward slavery, women’s rights, and racial segregation?” Such questions might contain the antidote to the recurrent patterns that constitute zombie nationalism.

As laws and culture changed around them, the evangelical opposition to interracial marriage and procreation gradually waned. There have been
holdouts, of course, and racism has a way of preserving itself through transformation in this regard, even after it has become impolitic or impermissible in public, polite company. However, for the most part, White Christians no longer view interracial relations, sex, marriage, and procreation as abominations on biblical grounds, as many once did. Indeed, for some, that position now seems unthinkable. Can a comparable pattern of adaptation occur over the question of same-sex marriage?

Transformation on the question of race relations occurred, in part, in response to—by listening to—the testimonies of African American theologians and activists on these issues. Can the same happen if Christians listen to the voices of Christian theologians and ethicists who speak from within the commitments of the tradition but to and from the experiences of LGBTQ Christians? In the final section, I examine one such example. Specifically, I explore how the hermeneutics (the interpretive practices of their scripture) can either reflect the nihilist ressentiment or give rise to the constructive, intentional transformation of the tradition itself through “faith seeking understanding.”

**Dionysius versus the Crucified**

It may appear natural to attribute White evangelical embrace of Trump populism and politics to cynical utilitarianism oriented by sexual politics. From this perspective, the value of certain political ends believed to follow from an evangelical worldview (e.g., curtailing LGBTQ rights, cementing a conservative supermajority on the Supreme Court, overturning *Roe v. Wade*, among others) overrides the obvious contradictions presented by a political representative who was vocally “pro-choice” until his late switch to Republican Party politics, a serial philanderer (and accused sexual predator by multiple women) who contravenes all the appeals to “character” and “virtue” heralded as nonnegotiable by evangelical Christian “value voters” through the 1990s and 2000s (he is a serial liar, which is only one of his vices). In such a utilitarian calculus, the political end justifies the religiously idolatrous means. Yet such ascription reduces evangelical political attitudes to the mechanics of a calculus. Upon closer inspection, there is far greater religious self-invention on the part of White evangelical Christians than a cynical utilitarian equation could ever admit (paralleling their innovation with rights language and legal norms on the sociopolitical sides).
There are elective affinities that bind White evangelicals to Trump. And yet, rather than fix either evangelicals or Trumpian populism into broad typologies, we must admit that they are already enmeshed in ways that elude the simple disaggregation of them into separate categories.

In 1995, after much lobbying by White evangelical Christians, the U.S. Congress passed the Jerusalem Embassy Act, which recognized Jerusalem as the capital of Israel and a unified city. It also claimed that the U.S. embassy should be moved there. Many White Christian evangelicals (some of them self-ascribed “Christian Zionists”) lobbied for decades for the United States to recognize Jerusalem as wholly in the possession of Israel and as its capital. It expresses powerful symbolism in terms of religious and nationalist politics. To some it also has meaning in terms of evangelical eschatology, according to which recognition of Jerusalem is deemed an indicator of the fulfillment of Christian prophecy, and immanent return the Christian messiah. Others saw it a vindication of U.S. support for a democratic nation and state founded upon the same basic values. Still others saw it as finally honoring and fully recognizing the land “where Jesus walked.”

The controversial nature of the law spurred the U.S. Congress to include an escape clause in the legislation. U.S. policy would default to recognizing Jerusalem unless the president enacts a waiver, requiring renewal every six months. After twenty years of renewals, in December 2017, President Donald Trump formally recognized Jerusalem as the capital of Israel. “I want to tell you that the Jewish people have a long memory,” Israeli prime minister Benjamin Netanyahu declared in response, “so we remember the proclamation of the great king, Cyrus the Great, Persian king 2,500 years ago. He proclaimed that the Jewish exiles in Babylon could come back and rebuild our Temple in Jerusalem.”

The reference to Cyrus was a direct appeal to many evangelical Christians throughout the United States. White evangelicals, especially, had been making the comparison between Trump and the Persian ruler as early as the presidential primaries. Just as God used this Persian emperor as an instrument in reversing the Babylonian captivity, and allowed the orthodox Yahwists to return to the promised land and rebuild the Temple, so God, they claimed, was using Trump as a vessel by which to reclaim the place and role of White evangelical Christians—and White Christian evangelicalism—in American society. This interpretive move has
manifest widely among the White evangelical community in the United States.\textsuperscript{106} Interpretively, it purports to absorb the present-day world into the world of Christian scripture through a hermeneutic of figural interpretation. However, in fact, this diametrically opposes—indeed, reverses—the interpretive direction that occurred through the long Christian tradition of figural (or typological) interpretation.\textsuperscript{107}

As a tradition of Christian scriptural interpretation, figural interpretation oriented the historical world by the scriptural world, rather than situating the Bible and its contents as simple artifacts within human history. It thus required a scripturally oriented heuristic approach. Otherwise, it would become crude historical proof-texting, in which figures and developments of the present day are selectively assigned biblical analogues—and theological, world-historical meaning—but, ultimately, as dictated by the interests and purposes of the interpreter. In the latter case, historical and political events and figures become, in effect, selectively baptized with biblical meaning according to the interpretive preferences of the interpreter. Contemporary sociopolitical events get dressed up in the garb of biblical events and circumstances to imbue them with transcendent and world-historical meaning (another dynamic of zombie nationalism, e.g., putative end-time and messianic significance of the State of Israel). The latter interpretive approach, in which human history determines the interpretive significance of Christian scripture, is symptomatic of distinctly eighteenth- and nineteenth-century developments in practices of scriptural interpretation.\textsuperscript{108}

In the long history of Christian figural interpretation, by contrast, interpretation had to be anchored in, and oriented by, the center point of the biblical witness, namely, the life, death, and resurrection of Jesus. By this standard of Christian interpretive tradition, the figuring of Trump as a present-day Cyrus flies free of any Christological anchor and orientation. It exemplifies hermeneutical proof-texting driven by transvaluative response to the driving concerns of the day. It is symptomatic of the Nietzschean nihilism (driven by ressentiment) as the beating heart of much contemporary White evangelical Christianity.

Ironically, examples of the intratraditional adjustment and transformation through the deep tradition of Christocentric biblical interpretation demonstrates how same-sex marital unions are wholly consistent with a Trinitarian God’s election and transfiguration of embodied human personhood. They are, in fact, one particular instance of a long tradition of God
having agapeically transformed human persons and relationships, first and orientationally, in the life, death, and resurrection of Jesus.109

By the Christian tradition’s own best lights, overemphasis on the putative iron-clad dictates of human interpretations of natural law risk becoming idolatrous. It “hog ties” God with what humans understand to be the dictates of “nature.” One ethicist explains:

Natural law is an important Christian idea . . . but an ethics of natural law always runs the risk of treating untransformed nature as normative for Christians, whereas the whole point of the Church, the body of Christ, is to transform the natural. The Christian norm for sexuality is not natural law; it is rather human nature transformed, eros swept up into agape. When Christian ethicists condemn same-sex coupling as unnatural, they are underestimating God’s capacity to transfigure it, to make it mean something agapeic, by incorporating it into God’s triune life. . . . [I]t is an offense to God’s freedom and sovereignty to suggest that God is incapable of transfiguring the fidelity of a same-sex couple into whatever he wants it to mean. . . . [T]he biblical evidence strongly suggests that God is himself prepared to act “contrary to nature” for his own salvific purposes.110

In short, to retrieve the biblical grounded-ness they purport to espouse, White Evangelical Christians must begin again to learn how to read their scriptures. Such a Christocentric reorientation is a necessary first step in excising the ressentiment-infused sexual politics that have been for so long, and are again today, the beating heart of the zombie nationalism that is resurrecting White evangelical Christianity. Otherwise, far from the “born-again” evangelicalism of Jimmy Carter they long ago rejected, in their undeviating orbit around Trump messianism and Republican Party politics, White evangelicals will increasingly resemble the walking dead.
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